ACTIVITY: SCAVENGER HUNT

Tools you need: You will need your super powers of observation and crayons or colored pencils. Color the trolley next to the trees and flowers once you find them. All of these can likely be found within a block of your home, or even in your own backyard!

Explore nature. More FUN with Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood!

https://www.pbs.org/parents/crafts-and-experiments/explore-nature-on-a-walk
CRAFT: FLOWER BOOKMARK

Tools you need: 2 pipecleaners, two 1/2 pipecleaners

1. Twist a full length pipe cleaner into flower petal shapes, looping the pipe cleaner around the middle.

2. Twist the second full pipe cleaner into flower petal shapes.

3. Twirl one of the 1/2 pipe cleaners around your finger to form a spring.

4. Stack the two flowers on top of each other, then twist the spring around the center.

5. Twist the second 1/2 pipe cleaner around the back to form the stem.

The Neighborhood Garden

Did you know that fruits and vegetables begin as seeds and grow into plants?
Draw a line from the fruit or vegetable to the matching plant. Talk with your family about your favorites.